1 Logarithms

Logarithms were invented by John Napier and the first table of logarithms was published by him in 1614 [37]. The correspondence between multiplication and addition was known before Napier, but Napier was the first to define an abstract logarithm function, and he managed to construct a table of logarithms, with a clear view of the accuracy of the values of his table. More precisely, whenever Napier computed a logarithm, he obtained a certain value which he knew was only an approximation of the value of the abstract function he had defined, but he was able to find a majorant for the error.

Jost Bürgi, a clockmaker who made wonderful mechanisms well ahead of his time, is also often credited as an independent discoverer of logarithms, including by some well-known historians such as Cajori, but in our opinion this is really a misunderstanding. First, many of those who wrote about Bürgi haven’t read Bürgi’s introduction (which was only published in the 19th century), and failed to see the absence of a notion of function, or of the measure of an interpolation’s error, which are two essential features of the invention. They also often assumed that the existence of a table of logarithms (or antilogarithms) implied the discovery of the logarithmic function, when in fact it is possible to construct such a table without a full understanding of the properties of the function. In fact, many authors
never defined what they understood by “discovering logarithms” and did not distinguish the discovery of logarithms and the making of a table of logarithm-like functions. But Bürgi neither had the notion of an abstract function, nor did he evaluate the accuracy of an interpolation, something that Napier did. This is exactly why we consider that Bürgi is not an independent discoverer of logarithms, and that he could not be considered so even if he had published his table, say, in 1610.

Of course, our position has seemed heretic to some, and we were perhaps even considered a revisionist, but we trust that anybody who studies carefully both Napier’s and Bürgi’s works, as well as all the secondary literature (see a number of references in [52, 51]), will without any doubt concur with us. But alas, those who write on Napier often don’t know about Bürgi, and those who write on Bürgi often don’t know about Napier.

2 Linear slide rules

A very important consequence of Napier’s invention was the development of the slide rule. But first came Gunter’s scale. Figure 1 shows a logarithmic scale, which was one of the scales found on the scale named after Edmund Gunter (1581–1626) who invented it in 1620. Multiplications or divisions could be done with this rule using a pair of dividers. Around 1622, William Oughtred (1574–1660) had the idea of using two logarithmic scales and putting them side by side (figure 2), which made it possible to dispense with the dividers. Oughtred’s initial design used circular scales [42, 65], and pairs of straight scales were only introduced later.

It is easy to see how these scales are used and why they work. In figure 1, the scale goes from 1 to 100, and the positions of the numbers

---

1Our position gave rise to more misunderstandings, when it was for instance suggested that we were not allowed to attend the conference for the celebration of the 400th anniversary of Napier’s logarithms (Zürich’s Tages-Anzeiger, 25 March 2014, page 34). In fact, contrary to what the article suggests, we were invited, but decided not to attend that conference, for reasons totally unrelated to Bürgi!

2Obviously, one problem is that some authors only use secondary sources that they trust too much.

3Interestingly, there is a whole world for which neither Napier, nor Bürgi invented logarithms. For that world, it was Ibn Hamza who should be credited, having published a treatise on progressions in 1591, and therefore surely had thought of his subject many years before [2].

4Parts of this introduction are borrowed from our earlier analysis of Napier’s logarithms [52].
are proportional to their logarithm. In other words, the distance between \( n \) and 1 is proportional to \( \log(n) \). The distance between 1 and 10 is the same as between 10 and 100, because their logarithms are equidifferent. A given divider opening corresponds to a given ratio. Multiplying by 2 corresponds to the distance between 1 and 2, which is also the distance between 2 and 4, between 4 and 8, between 10 and 20, etc. A pair of dividers can therefore easily be used to perform multiplications or divisions.

In figure 2, two such scales are put in parallel and the 1 of the first rule is put above some position of the second scale, here \( a = 2.5 \). Since a given ratio corresponds to the same linear distance on both scales, the value \( c \) facing a certain value \( b \) of the first scale, for instance 6, is such that \( \frac{c}{a} = \frac{b}{1} \), and therefore \( c = ab \). The same arrangement can be used for divisions, and dividers are no longer needed.

Figure 2: Two logarithmic scales showing the computation of \( 2.5 \times 6 = 15 \).

On the history of the slide rule, we refer the reader to Cajori’s articles and books [11, 12, 13, 14] or Stoll’s popular account in the Scientific American [58]. On the construction of the logarithmic lines on such a scale, see also Robertson [47] and Nicholson [38]. A good source for more recent information on the history of slide rules is the Journal of the Oughtred Society, in particularly their guide about slide rules [17].

The longest linear slide rule ever built seems to be the “Texas Magnum” (2001) with a length of 350 feet 6.6 inches (about 107 meters).\(^5\) A previous record of 323 feet 9.5 inches (about 99 meters) was completed in 1979 at the University of Illinois and was validated by the Guinness book of world records.\(^7\)

\(^5\)In his 1909 book, Cajori first attributes the invention of the slide rule to Wingate, but then corrects himself in an addenda.


\(^7\)www.slideruleguy.com/recordhistory.htm
3 Circular slide rules

In 1632, soon after the introduction of the slide rule, William Oughtred published a circular version of a slide rule (figure 3a) [42, 65]. In this circle, we can in particular notice a circular logarithmic scale going from 1 to 10 counterclockwise (fourth division from the outside). Figure 3b shows this scale alone.

A major advantage of a circular slide rule is that operations can be chained, since we have in fact a kind of infinite slide rule: 1 resumes whenever we reach 10, something that can’t be done on an ordinary slide rule. There are never any overflows on such a rule!

(a) Oughtred’s circle of proportion

(b) A circular logarithmic scale from 1 to 10

Figure 3: Circles of proportions
4 Cylindrical slide rules

The second half of the 19th century saw the invention of several cylindrical slide rules. These inventions were all meant to provide longer and therefore more accurate scales, but in such a way that they could still be managed.

4.1 Fuller’s cylindrical slide rule

George Fuller (1829–1907) was a British civil engineer and professor of engineering at Queen’s College, Belfast. In 1878 and 1879, Fuller obtained British and US patents for a cylindrical slide rule which he called a “calculator” [21, 20, 61, 32]. Fuller merely took a scale of about 13 m and wound it around a cylinder. This cylinder was hollow and could move up or down or around a cylindrical axis. The US patent model is still extant and kept at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History. Fuller’s cylindrical became very successful and was manufactured until 1975.

The theory behind Fuller’s slide rule is the following. On a linear slide rule, two pairs of values \((x_1, x'_1), (x_2, x'_2)\) at equal distances are in a constant ratio. This remains true on Fuller’s slide rule (figure 4), but the distances are no longer to be measured in a plane. Nevertheless, a constant cylindrical distance can be implemented by using two mobile cursors, and that is exactly what Fuller did. The two indices are set on a given ratio, then the central cylinder is moved until one of the indices shows the value to multiply by some ratio. The other index then shows the result. The accuracy is to 4 or 5 places.

There are other cylindrical rules following the same principles, in particular the one invented by Aleksandr Shchukarev (1864–1936) in 1909 [33]. Some Fuller-type slide rules were also manufactured by other constructors, for instance Otis King (British patent 183723 from 1921 and later ones) and Browne in Australia [54], with various adaptations. For instance, King’s slide rule is actually made of two helical scales, instead of only one on Fuller’s rule. This makes it possible to have a constant connection between the two scales, instead of the two cursors of Fuller’s slide rule, merely by using a sliding cylinder.

---

8Fuller’s biographical information was obtained from the National Museum of American History.
Figure 4: Figure from Fuller’s patent (1879).
Figure 5: An excerpt of an Otis King slide rule. (Wikipedia, photo by Richard Lyon)
4.2 Thacher’s cylindrical slide rule

Another way to obtain a compact slide rule was devised by Edwin Thacher (1839–1920) [59, 60, 61]. Thacher was an American civil engineer. He first worked on railroads, then on the construction of bridges until 1912. His archives, including a file on his slide rule, are kept at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Thacher divided a long slide rule into a number of overlapping segments, and all these segments were written on the generating lines of a cylinder. This cylinder could move within another cylindrical grid made of wedged rules representing the slide (figures 6, 7, and 8).

Figure 6: Figure from Thacher’s patent (1/3) (1881).
Figure 7: Figure from Thacher’s patent (2/3) (1881).
Figure 8: Figure from Thacher’s patent (3/3) (1881).
4.3 Billeter’s cylindrical slide rule (1891)

Yet another way was that of the Swiss Julius Billeter (1828–1914). Billeter first patented a calculating tablet (Rechentafel) in 1887 [3]. This tablet (figure 9) was very similar to Thacher’s rule, but it was a flat scale, with a moving grid. The base scale was doubled horizontally, but also vertically, so that the grid (a glass overlay which Billeter called a transporter) would always be over the base scale.

In 1891, Billeter went a step further and patented a cylindrical slide rule (Rechenwalze)⁹ [4, 5]. This was really a cylindrical version of his calculating tablet. The scale was again broken into a number of overlapping lines and placed on a cylinder (figure 10), like Thacher’s cylinder. But contrary to Thacher’s cylinder, Billeter’s cylinder could only rotate, not be translated along the axis. Instead, Billeter devised a moving grid (also called a transporter). This grid was itself a cylinder, and it could rotate around the (also moving) cylinder, or be translated. The grid had a full and non-overlapping scale, but the cylinder’s scale was overlapping so that the grid could be moved right or left of any value. This is necessary because the grid cannot extend beyond the cylinder. But the base scale was not vertically doubled, as there was no longer any need for it. Examples of such logarithmic cylinders are given in figures 12 and 13.

These cylinders are very easy to use. Taking Billeter’s own example from his 1893 patent [5], in order to compute $11 \times 11$, one first puts the initial mark (representing 10) of the grid on the mark 11 from the base scale (figure 10). The base scale then gives the products of all numbers from the grid by 11. So, looking up 11 on the grid, one finds 121 on the base scale. The operation is exactly the same as the one that would be done on a normal slide rule, the grid being the equivalent of the slide.

Billeter, and later his sons, continued the production of cylindrical slide rules until 1942 [29]. Julius Billeter’s work was continued by his sons Ernst and Max, who made some improvements to these slide rules (figure 11). The Swiss Heinrich Daemen-Schmid (1856–1934) also started constructing such slide rules in 1900 [22] and his company took the name LOGA in 1915 and operated until 1979. Most of the cylindrical slide rules were produced by this company, including one with a 24 m scale, but rules of the same type were also built by the companies National, Tröger, Nestler, and a few others [15].

⁹The German word Rechenwalze had a different meaning around 1800, when it was referring to a gardening tool, see Allgemeine deutsche Garten-Zeitung, Volume 8, 1830, page 295.
Figure 9: Figure from Billeter’s patent on a calculating tablet [3] (1887). The dashed rectangles left and right of the overlay represent leather handles for manipulating the glass overlay.
Figure 10: Figure from Billeter’s patent on a calculating cylinder [5] (1893).

Figure 11: Figure from (Max) Billeter and Bohnhorst’s patent on a calculating cylinder [7] (1917).
Figure 12: A logarithmic cylinder [53, p. 205].

Figure 13: A logarithmic cylinder made by the National company [34, p. 639].
Figure 14: Detail of a 15m LOGA cylindrical slide rule, with the grid wrongly mounted.
(http://www.bonhams.com/auctions/13633/lot/249)
4.4 Podtiagin’s cylindrical slide rules (1926–1928)

Mikhail Podtiagin (Подтягин) (1889–1969?) was born on April 17, 1889 in Kursk, and graduated from the University of Heidelberg in 1911. His dissertation was on the physical and mathematical analysis of the wind speed. In 1924, he published a book on the economy of the USSR. He became professor in 1926. In 1927, he was residing in the United States.

At the end of the 1920s, Podtiagin invented another cylindrical slide rule [45, 43, 44, 33] (figures 15, 16, 17). His slide rule made use of transparent celluloid tubes. The base scale was made of 20 logarithmic lines and the scales were duplicated like on Billeter’s scheme.

Figure 15: Figure from Podtiaguin’s soviet patent [45] (1926).
Figure 16: Figure from Podtiaguin’s French patent [43] (1927).

Figure 17: Figure from Podtiaguin’s British patent [44] (1928).
5 The construction of the scales

The best way to understand the scales of cylindrical slide rules is to compute new scales. This is what we have done for a number of different configurations. For instance, figures 18 and 19 show the base scale and overlay (grid) scale of a hypothetical 250 cm cylindrical slide rule of Billeter’s type.

5.1 Measuring the scales

The slide rule collector may sometimes wish to measure the length of a cylindrical slide rule of Billeter’s type. Joss gave a somewhat cumbersome method [28], but the simplest way is to measure the longest line (making sure of avoiding overlaps) and to multiply it by half the number of lines. This calculation does not require the computation of a logarithm! However, if you do not want to count the number of lines, you can compute it easily, but this time using logarithms!

In the case of figure 18, for instance, the full line is 50 cm long, and this can merely be multiplied by half the number of lines. Now, since we show only an excerpt, we don’t have the full length, and we also need to compute the number of lines. We can see that the ratio from one line to the next is about $12.59/10$, hence the number of lines is about $1/\log(12.59/10) = 9.997 \ldots$. In fact, all the lines are shown, and there are 10 of them. So multiplying 50 cm by 5 gives 250 cm.

In order to estimate the full length of a line, we can proceed similarly, and find the ratio corresponding to a given length. For instance, if we take the entire 10 cm excerpt, we find that the corresponding ratio is about $1.0965$, so that the a full line is $\log(10^{2/10})/\log(1.0965) = 4.998 \ldots$, hence 5, from which we find again the full width of 250 cm. So, contrary to what one author once wrote, measuring the scales is not difficult at all, and really is a child’s play.

5.2 Constructing the scales

The (pre-computer) construction of the scales of a Billeter cylindrical slide rule is actually also very easy and can be done using a sufficiently accurate table of logarithms. First, we must observe that each cylinder is made of a number of lines, and that each line starts with a certain value. It is straightforward to compute this value: if there are $N$ lines, the ratio from one line to the next is $10^{1/N}$. For instance, on the 24 m scales which have
80 lines, the ratio from one line to the next is $10^{1/80} = 1.029 \ldots$ The list of all 80 initial values can easily be computed. Now, every value $x$ on the line starting with $s$ is positioned at a distance which is proportional to $\log(x/s) = \log x - \log s$, and this difference is directly extracted from a table of logarithms.

In order to avoid multiplying the differences of logarithms by a constant factor, it is much simpler to build a (normal) rule using this new scale. For instance, since one line of the 24 m scale is 60 cm long and corresponds to the ratio $(10^{1/80})^2 = 1.059 \ldots$, $1/40$ corresponds to 60 cm. One can then build a 60 cm rule whose values range between 0 and $1/40$, and it is then very easy (albeit time consuming) to position all the ticks on some master grid. It is also possible to place the ticks on a larger grid, and reduce it photographically to the desired size. This mode of producing scales was mentioned by Podtiagin [44].
Figure 18: An excerpt of the base scale of a 250 cm cylindrical slide rule. The blue ticks are for alignment purposes with the other tiles.
Figure 19: An excerpt of the overlay scale of a 250 cm cylindrical slide rule. The blue ticks are for alignment purposes with the other tiles.
6 A new milestone

Up to now, the longest cylindrical slide rules of Billeter’s type, to the author’s knowledge, are the 24 meters ones built by the LOGA company from Zürich [57]. In fact, 24 meters is not much for a cylindrical slide rule, since the cylinders had only a length of about 60 cm. Such rules are also not difficult to make. What has prevented the existence of larger slide rules is that they then become difficult to use. There is nothing particularly impressive in a 24 meters cylindrical slide rule, and we feel that there has been way too much hype around these almost mundane instruments.

As an appendix to this article, we provide blueprints for two simple cylindrical slide rules, in particular for the 24 m LOGA cylinders.\textsuperscript{10} Note that our blueprints are approximations of the historical cylinders, but they are nevertheless functional. There is not only one way to construct these cylinders. We have in particular only used one scale, whereas some cylindrical slide rules have several scales on the same cylinder.

For each reconstruction, we provide two files, one for the base scale (on the inner cylinder), and one for the grid scale (overlay). Each part is in fact a tiling. For the 24 m cylinder, the base scale spans 16 pages, whereas the grid only spans 8 pages. Each set gives rows first, and the pages go from left to right. What one should do is to print these two sets oneside, trim the pages (there is a 1cm overlap in the scales), and stick them together. In order to ease these operations, the start value of each line is repeated on each page, but it should only be kept on the first page of a row. There are also blue marks to help for the alignment and these marks should also vanish after the vertical trimming. The overlay should moreover be cut open and glued on some adequate rigid grid. The base scale should be glued on a cylinder. We have assumed a distance of 1 cm between lines, and this should therefore fit a cylinder of diameter $80 \, \text{cm}/\pi \approx 25.46 \, \text{cm}$. These are approximately the real dimensions of the 24 m LOGA cylinders [57].

Our main object is a 2000 meters slide rule. We have chosen this length because it is metric, because it goes beyond the mile (whatever its definition), and because it provides for an accuracy of 7-8 places. This cylindrical rule then is equivalent to standard tables of logarithms to 7 (for instance Sang’s table [55]) or to 8 places (for instance the tables published in

\textsuperscript{10}After we started our work, we found out that Wayne Harrison and Bob Wolfson had already been working on the reconstruction of cylindrical slide rules. Harrison made scales and Wolfson constructed the actual cylinders. But as far as we know, the greatest cylinder that they reconstructed is a 15 m one. A draft for the scale of a 11 m cylinder made by them is available on Harrison’s site (https://sites.google.com/site/nwayneharrison/home/the-loga-project).
1891 [56, 18], or more recent ones).

This rule makes it possible to compute multiplications or divisions to 7-8 places of accuracy. However, it does not give the logarithms to 7-8 places, since there is no linear scale to read them.

Like for the 24 m rule, we provide a tiling of the cylinder (1160 pages), as well as for the grid (600 pages). We have chosen a cylinder with 1000 lines, each spaced by 6 mm. Its diameter is therefore 191 cm. The cylinder’s length is 4 meters. Of course, anyone wishing to print these files can reduce or enlarge them, and it will still work, provided that all 1760 pages are processed in the same way. It is also possible to construct a flat grid, with the same tiles, but in that case we suggest to duplicate the base scale, as Billiter did in his first patent.

We would love to hear from anyone who wants to build such a cylindrical slide rule, or even a smaller one, and we are willing to tailor our dimensions for any interesting project.

Of course, such a monster cylinder is less practical than the simple 7- or 8-place tables, but perhaps it is more fun!

In the future, we might also reconstruct the cylinders made by Fuller, Thacher and others, in a variety of configurations.

Appended files

The following files supplement this article:

- **base24.pdf**: base tiling for a 24 m LOGA-type cylindrical slide rule (16 pages)
- **over24.pdf**: overlay tiling for a 24 m LOGA-type cylindrical slide rule (8 pages)
- **base2000.pdf**: base tiling for a 2000 m LOGA-type cylindrical slide rule (1160 pages)
- **over2000.pdf**: overlay tiling for a 2000 m LOGA-type cylindrical slide rule (600 pages)

---

11It would also be possible to go in the opposite direction and build much smaller cylindrical slide rules than the 1 m version from LOGA.
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